Sequence analysis of a human immunodeficiency virus type 1 env gene PCR amplified from a Brazilian woman's peripheral blood mononuclear cell DNA (sample RJIO1) showed that it was likely to have been derived from a double recombination event between human immunodeficiency virus type 1 subtypes B and F. The major portion of the gpl20 coding sequence belonged to the B lineage, but a segment of the C2 to V3 region (approximately 135 nucleotides) clearly associated with sequences of the F lineage. The subtype F-like segment had 15 noncontiguous signature nucleotides in common with Brazilian subtype F sequences that were not found, or were rare, in subtype B sequences. In contrast, this same segment had only 3 signature nucleotides shared with subtype B sequences and not present in the Brazilian subtype F sequences. Phylogenetic analysis, amino acid signature pattern analysis, and the pattern of synonymous mutations all supported the hypothesis of a recombinational origin of the RJIO1 sequence. Related recombinant genes were also detected in peripheral blood mononuclear cell DNA obtained from the woman's recent sexual partner, indicating that the recombination event probably occurred at some previous time in the chain of virus transmission. Divergent viral sequences in the V3 region were found in the male sexual partner, while a relatively homogeneous viral population was detected in the woman, consistent with her recent infection.
Sequence analysis of a human immunodeficiency virus type 1 env gene PCR amplified from a Brazilian woman's peripheral blood mononuclear cell DNA (sample RJIO1) showed that it was likely to have been derived from a double recombination event between human immunodeficiency virus type 1 subtypes B and F. The major portion of the gpl20 coding sequence belonged to the B lineage, but a segment of the C2 to V3 region (approximately 135 nucleotides) clearly associated with sequences of the F lineage. The subtype F-like segment had 15 noncontiguous signature nucleotides in common with Brazilian subtype F sequences that were not found, or were rare, in subtype B sequences. In contrast, this same segment had only 3 signature nucleotides shared with subtype B sequences and not present in the Brazilian subtype F sequences. Phylogenetic analysis, amino acid signature pattern analysis, and the pattern of synonymous mutations all supported the hypothesis of a recombinational origin of the RJIO1 sequence. Related recombinant genes were also detected in peripheral blood mononuclear cell DNA obtained from the woman's recent sexual partner, indicating that the recombination event probably occurred at some previous time in the chain of virus transmission. Divergent viral sequences in the V3 region were found in the male sexual partner, while a relatively homogeneous viral population was detected in the woman, consistent with her recent infection.
Recombination of retroviral genomes is a well-documented phenomenon that can result in increased viral diversity (16) . Recombination of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) genomes occurring in vivo between different members of the viral population, or quasispecies, present within an infected individual has been inferred from analyses of nucleotide sequences (2, 11, 30) . Recombination between different HIV-1 strains of the same subtype, and between different HIV-1 subtypes, could conceivably take place within an individual who had been exposed to and infected by HIV-1 more than once. We report here on envelope genes detected in two epidemiologically linked Brazilian individuals that appear to be recombinants between subtype B and subtype F HIV-1.
A prior analysis of 28 Brazilian HIV-1 strains had shown that, on the basis of the V3 loop and flanking sequences in env, most could be classified as subtype B but that one sample (RJI03) contained a subtype F HIV-1 provirus (23) . Proviral sequences within the peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from another of these Brazilian samples, RJIO1,  were found to have a V3 loop and flanking regions similar to subtype B sequences, except for a short region upstream of the V3 loop in the C2 region which bore a strong similarity to Phylogenetic analysis. DNA and protein alignments were generated and refined with the multiple aligned sequence editor MASE (7) . Because of the highly skewed base composition of HIV and the asymmetrical substitutional frequencies of mutations from one base to another (for example, A-to-G substitutions were 10 times more frequent than C-to-G substitutions), we used weighted parsimony for generation of the phylogenetic trees presented in this paper (12, 15) . This was particularly critical given the short region between the subtype F recombination points, as a small number of changes may have great impact on the structure of the tree. PAUP, version 3.1.1 (31) , was used to generate these trees in conjunction with MacClade, version 3.03 (21) . The frequencies of character state changes (f) were calculated for a phylogenetic tree based on the 18 taxa included in Fig. 2 , over intact sequences encompassing three distinct regions (defined in Fig. 1 ) of the gpl20 sequence, and produced from a preliminary parsimony analysis using PAUP and MacClade. The conversion 1/f was used to weight the possible nucleotide changes, with truncation to avoid violations of the triangle inequality (21) . The resulting matrix was then included as a character type assumption for subsequent phylogenetic reconstructions using PAUP (31) . The construction of new most parsimonious trees minimized the sum of the branch lengths calculated as the number of character changes multiplied by the weights of the respective character changes. The g1 statistic for the phylogenetic analysis using parsimony was low for each of the three regions under consideration in this study (all three regions using the 18 taxa shown in Fig. 2 had g1 statistic values less than -0.7, giving confidence limits greater than 99% that the data are nonrandom [14] ). The g1 statistic is a measure of the phylogenetic signal in the data (14) , and a low negative value suggests that parsimony is an appropriate phylogenetic tool for application to this sequence set. Bootstrap proportions (8, 13) were calculated with weighted parsimony (31) . All trees were based on alignments from which columns containing gaps inserted to maintain the alignment were deleted.
Phylogenetic trees were also constructed with PHYLIP, version 3.5 (9) . Bootstrap analysis was done using programs SEQBOOT (to generate 100 reshuffied sequences), DNA-DIST (maximum-likelihood model), NEIGHBOR, and CON-SENSE.
VESPA and synonymous site analyses. Viral amino acid signature pattern analysis (VESPA) was conducted as previously described (17) . Synonymous substitution rates were calculated on the basis of the method of Nei and Gojobori (27) . P, is the number of observed synonymous substitutions divided by the number of possible synonymous substitutions.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. GenBank accession numbers for sequences presented here are U08955 to U08960, U08962 to U08975, and U10019 to U10026. 
RESULTS
Nucleotide alignment in the central, C2 to V3, region of HIV-1 env (HXB2 positions 6928 to 7207). The putative recombinant sequence RJIO1 is shown, with nucleotides from other sequences identical to RJIO1 represented by dots. Nucleotides in RJIO1 which are found in most subtype B or F sequences but not at all, or rarely, in the other subtypes are indicated by asterisks. Gaps introduced to maintain alignment are indicated by dashes. The underlined sequences indicate regions within which the recombination events likely occurred. The arrows within these regions (at positions 6958 and 7093 on the HXB2 map) separate the middle F-like segment of the RJIO1 sequence from the B-like upstream and downstream flanking segments and demarcate the boundaries used in the phylogenetic, VESPA, and synonymous site analyses shown in Fig. 2, 3 , and 4. The major portions of the upstream and downstream flanking segments used in these other analyses are not shown.
subtype B env sequences from Brazil and elsewhere. In contrast, only 3 bases within this region are shared between the RJIO1 sequence and subtype B sequences and absent from the subtype F sequences.
The sequence of RJIO1 used in Fig. 1 2B ) and (in 81 and 90 of 100 bootstrap repetitions, respectively) with subtype B genomes in the upstream ( Fig. 2A) and downstream (Fig. 2C ) flanking regions. At the same time, the F branch in both panels A and C has a bootstrap value of 100. In the phylogenetic tree for the whole region ( That the central region of RJIO1 derives from subtype F is supported by two additional very different approaches: by looking at amino acid signature patterns (Fig. 3) and by exclusively looking at synonymous (translationally silent) substitutions (Fig. 4) . Both of these approaches were employed to examine the possibility that the observed F-like character and phylogenetic association of the region upstream of the V3 loop in RJIO1 resulted from parallel evolution or convergence over a relatively short domain of protein sequence due to structural or functional constraints and is not the result of a recombination event. As the putative recombination region is very short, By analyzing amino acid signature patterns over the putative recombinant region upstream of the V3 loop (Fig. 3) Fig. 1 and the other two representing the two flanking regions, were created and analyzed by weighted parsimony. Each tree shows branch lengths of the most parsimonious tree based on 10 randomized input orders of the taxa, using heuristic searches with the SPR swapping algorithm (30) . The numbers shown at the nodes represent bootstrap proportions higher than 50 of 100 replicates. (A) Tree generated for the downstream flanking region, including 170 varied sites in 297 total; (B) tree generated for the middle segment, including 72 varied sites in 135 total; (C) tree generated for the downstream region, with 372 varied sites in 609 total. SIVCPZGAB, simian immunodeficiency virus strain used to root the trees.
to have 100% conservation among the subtype F sequences and not be the most common amino acid among subtype B sequences at a given position in the alignment. The program SPCOUNT (17) was then used to search the available database of V3 region amino acid sequences from 559 individuals (25) . Of these sequences, 342 were associated with subtype B, and 10 closely related sequences from Romania belonged to subtype F (7). RJIO1 shared more of the subtype F amino acid signature sites than any of the 549 non-F-subtype sequences (Fig. 3 ). There were 6 subtype F signature amino acids in the region analyzed, and RJIO1 shared six of six amino acids with this signature pattern. The 10 Romanian subtype F sequences shared 5 (Fig. 4) . Synonymous substitutions are generally considered to be under less stringent selective pressure than nonsynonymous substitutions (26) , although they should not be considered entirely neutral (1, 5) . Thus, in some circumstances they may be a more reliable indicator of phylogenetic relationships. It was particularly important to examine the rate of synonymous substitutions separately, because the recombinant portion of F-like genome found in RJIO1 was relatively short and convergence might be possible over such a limited region. The synonymous-substitution rate is a distance measure that is not subject to the influence of convergence at the protein level and thus helps differentiate between recombination and convergence or parallelism. RJIO1 showed synonymous-substitution frequencies typical for a subtype B sequence in the flanking regions and typical of a subtype F sequence in the central region in question, as expected. Sample RJIO1 was obtained from a woman who entered and maintained a sexual relationship with an HIV-1-infected individual for approximately 10 months prior to this sampling. In order to determine whether recombination had occurred in the infected female or whether recombinant genomes had been transmitted to her at the time of infection, env V3 region DNA (corresponding to nucleotides 7029 to 7313 of the HXB2 genome), which includes the 3' crossover point, was amplified and sequenced from PBMC DNA of samples RJ549 and RJ548. Sample RJ549 was obtained from the woman 4 months earlier than sample RJIO1, when her serological response was consistent with a recent seroconversion (see Materials and Methods). RJ548 was a sample from her male sexual partner obtained at the same time as RJ549. All of 17 sequences from the male and all of 7 sequences from the female were found to be recombinants in that they closely corresponded to the recombinant genome found in sample RJIO1 (Fig. 5) . No fully B or F putative parental genomes were detected in this limited sampling. The sequence similarities between this male and female support the epidemiologic linkage of the pair. Furthermore, the relative homology of the sequences from the female in the initial RJ549 sample (average, 2.7%; range, 0 to 4.9%) compared to that from the male (average, 5.9%; range, 0.4 to 9.9%) (Fig. 5) (24, 25) . An 
